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June – October 2015 

Formation of the Spandan Committee: 

Junior Spandan Team was formed in June. The selection process for the team consisted of 

three rounds so that true social workers get opportunity to become a part of the committee. 

The google doc was floated to the junior batch to register themselves for the selection process 

and around 70 registrations were received.  

First round of selection process was the written round in which 6 situational questions 

(related to social task) were asked. This round was not the elimination round but it helped us 

in understanding the candidates properly. 

Second round was the interview round .We a team of 11 members divided us in two panels. 

The interviews were taken on two consecutive days. Questions regarding their past 

experience in social activities, their interest and priorities, situational questions were asked. A 

uniform score sheet consisting of factors like previous experience, team player, passion for 

social work was made and given to all the panel members .We shortlisted around 20 members 

from 60 in this round. 

The final round was the interview round conducted by Mrs. Aasha along with Spandan Team. 

More detailed questions were asked to find the real fit for the team, 8 deserving candidates 

were selected out of all the lot. It was the big task to find out the real fit for the team as so 

many students showed interest in becoming the member of Spandan Team. 

 

 

Team Spandan 

 

 



 School Visits: 

Students completed 5 visits to three schools namely Niradhar Swawalab School, Morwadi 

Corporation School, Corporation school, Patardigoan. They were got associated with 

Morwadi Corporation School in August 2014 and with Corporation school, Patardigoan, 

Niradhar Swawalab School in November, 2014. They taught English and maths in these 

schools, but the main focus was always on English as per the principal’s request. We 

involved not only the Spandan members but also the non Spandan members who were 

interested in teaching the kids. 

Independence Day Celebrations: 

On 15th August, a stall was setup by Prabhodini trust on the campus. SIOM gave a helping 

hand to the trust which is giving physical, intellectual and emotional support to mentally 

challenge and their families. The stall displayed all items crafted by the students of the trust, 

to name few like Flower Bouquets, Hand Bags, Greeting Cards and Files. It was well 

accepted by all the students and faculties of SIOM which contributed revenue of Rs. 6000. 

Spandan Day: 

On 26th August, Spandan Day was celebrated. On that propitious day, Spandan Team 

awakened the social altruist in SIOM students and Faculties’. The event began with the 

lighting of the ceremonial lamp by faculty and students followed by the speech of Dr. Ratna 

Paluri, who briefed on the Spandan activities conducted during the last one year. The event 

progressed with the inauguration of Spandan Newsletter and Spandan Banner. A fair and 

holistic insight was given about the various initiatives taken up by the Spandan Committee 

till date with the help of the video. 

 

Prof. Asha Lighting the Ceremonial Lamp on Spandan Day 



 

Launch of the Spandan Newsletter in the hand of the Guest Mr. Jasbir Singh 

Nashik's beloved social activist "Jasbir Singh" a teacher by profession, an active socialist and 

founder of the NGO “Manav Utthan Manch” was invited as a speaker. He shared his 

experience and social initiatives and motivated the students to take initiatives which benefit 

the society. 

 

Mr. Jasbir Singh (Guest) delivering his speech 

T-shirt Painting Competition: The theme for collage competition was “Padenge Badenge”. 

The teams were allotted a time slot of one hour and they were provided with basic tools 



required for T-shirt Painting. The participants presented the T-shirt demonstrating the theme 

quite innovatively and mysteriously. The response was quite overwhelming for all of us as 

there was a healthy participation from the students.  

 

Painted T-shirts put up for display on Spandan Day 

Case Study: A case study was floated on ‘Digital Van”. The teams had to submit feasibility 

report. Three shortlisted teams presented their solution the Spandan Day. Two of the teams 

were awarded. 

 

Students (Anand Singh and Jigar) presenting the Case Study 



Events such as Skits, Nukkad Nakatas and Monologue were performed by the students. All 

the acts centred on spreading social messages. 

 

Nukkad Natak being performed by MBA 14-16 students 

 

Students (MBA 15-17) performing a skit on education for all 



 

Students (MBA 15-17) performing Monologue 

Social Projects: In an endeavor to contribute our might to the society, Spandan took an 

initiative to dedicate two days (one for junior batch and other for senior) in a 

month for Spandan activities. All the students from both the batches are required to be a part 

of it and contribute at least 8 hours per visit.  

The social project days were - 7th August 2015 for MBA II and    3rd August 2015 for MBA I 

year. 

10 projects in and around Nashik were selected by Spandan committee. A team of around 10 

was formed for each of the project headed by a SPOC of Spandan committee. 

The various projects undertaken are:- 

 Tree Plantation  

 Dang Seva Mandal (2 projects) -Enhancing educational and sport activities. 

 Hausla- Interacting and benefitting differently able, deaf & dumb students by 

organizing various activities. 

 Digital India- Giving online exposure to security, mess & cleaning staff. 

 Morwadi School- Helping the students regarding their educational and other 

behavioral aspects of life. 

 Girls School- Helping the students regarding their educational and other behavioral 

aspects of life. 

 Adivasi School- Enhancing & Educational and co circular skills of the students by 

giving them coaching in various subjects. 



 Niradhaar School- Enhancing educational and co circular skills of the students by 

giving them coaching in various subjects. 

 National Dialysis Foundation 

The projects taken are on the sustainable basis which will be carried out on a monthly basis. 

 

Team Spandan 

Social Project Photos 

 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCT 2015 –MARCH 2016 TIMELINE REPORT 

 

1. Friday’ November 27
th

 2015: Social Projects Day 

 

This was the second Spandan social projects day held in the academic year 2015-2016. 70 

students have taken part in various social projects mentioned below with rest of the students engaged 

in Drishti preparations and workshop in the academic schedule. Among these Jaipur rugs foundation 

and Shri Siddi Vinayak Sansthan have been visited for the first time. Jaipur rugs visit was a great 

learning experience for the students which gave an insight into weaving practices. The visit to Shri 

Siddhi Vinayak Sansthan has brought the students creative skills to the fore and helped special 

children to learn new handicrafts. 

 

Projects include: 

Jaipur Rugs, Dharampur 
Tribal School, Amboli 
Shri Siddivinayak Punarvasan Shikshan Santhan, Nashik 
Rajewadi Village Study, Nashik 
Girls High School, Nashik 
Ambegaon School 
Morwadi School, Nashik 
Niradhaar School, Nashik 

 

 



 

 

2. December 5
th

 & 6
th

: Stall on SIOM campus by Shri Siddhi Vinayak Sansthan 

 SIOM’s annual cultural fest Drishti became a platform for the sale of handicrafts by special 

children of Shri Siddhi Vinayak Sansthan. The two day event helped the organization to earn revenue 

of upto Rs.8000 with the college students, staff and visitors buying their products. This was organized 

in association with Spandan team who visited them on one of the Social Projects day.  The founders 

of the organization were happy for providing a platform to sell their goods that helped them 

financially and morally. 

 

3. December 10
th

: Chennai Flood Relief fund 

 With Chennai crying for rehab and relief, students and staff came forward to donate 

monetarily when Spandan has set up a fund collection box in the campus. An amount of Rs.6000 was 

collected in two days and it was transferred to VTRUST foundation, Chennai which was actively 

engaged in helping the flood victims. 



 

 

4. Monday’ December 28
th

 2015: Social Projects Day 

 About 110 students of the juniors’ batch actively took part on Spandan’s third social activities 

day. The new inclusion this time was Adivasi Parishikshan Kendra (Police Academy) at Nashik. 

Tribal student aspirants of Government jobs were provided training on competitive exam syllabus like 

Quantitative Aptitude, Reasoning and General Knowledge. The other inclusion was Oldage home at 

Ekhlare where students interacted with seniors and tried to bring them out of the routine schedule. 

 

Projects include: 

  Old Age Home, Ekhlare 
  Adivasi Parishikshan Kendra (Police Academy), Peth Road 
  Digital India at Girls school (Nashik Municipal School) 
  Rajewadi School 
  Shri SiddhiVinayak Sansthan, Papaya Nursery 
  Morwadi School 
  Dang Seva Mandal Schools at Ambegaon and Vare 
  Amboli Gaon School 
  Niradhaar School 
 



 
 

  
 

 
 
 

5. Thursday’ January 28
th

 2016: Social Projects Day 

  70 Students of 15-17 batch have participated in the fourth social projects day. The 

rest of the students were involved in TCS innovation campaign. Few of the schools have been 

dropped this time due to less strength and schools have sudden inspections. However, the remaining 

places have been visited as usual along with inclusion of new school on the list this time. It is 

Praneeth School at Peth road run by Vidya Vikas Sanstha. This school too has very meagre facilities 

in both infrastructure and teaching facilities. Students preparing for their board exams have been 

taught their syllabus effectively covering one or two of their chapters. The interest shown by those 

students has given energy to the volunteers to teach them even more. 



Projects include: 

  Old Age Home, Ekhlare 
  Praneeth School (Vidya Vikas Sanstha, Peth Road) 
  Adivasi Parishikshan Kendra (Police Academy), Peth Road 
  Digital India at Girls school (Nashik Municipal School) 
  Rajewadi School 
  Shri SiddhiVinayak Sansthan, Papaya Nursery 
  Morwadi School 
  Dang Seva Mandal Schools at Ambegaon and Vare 
  Amboli Gaon School 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
SUMMARY TABLE: 
 
 



Sl. No DATE EVENT NO. OF STUDENTS  

1. 27TH  NOVEMBER 2015 SOCIAL ACTIVITIES DAY 70 

2. 5TH & 6TH DECEMBER  
2015 

STALL SET UP BY SIDDHI VINAYAK TRUST 02 

3. 10TH DECEMBER 2015 CHENNAI FLOOD RELIEF COLLECTION 02 

4. 28TH DECEMBER 2015 SOCIAL ACTIVITIES DAY 110 

5. 28TH JANUARY 2016 SOCIAL ACTIVITIES DAY 70 

SPANDAN IN THE NEWS: 

Times of India (Left) 

Pudhari   (Right) 

   

  



Report on the Impact of the Social Activities Conducted during the Year 2015-16 

Shiksha Vikas Programme: 

 This programme initially launched during the academic year 2014-2015 is being 

successfully carried on by the newer batches of SIOM. The objective of this programme is 

helping the children who are deprived of their basic education. Spreading knowledge, 

teaching them life skills along with their academics is primary aim of this programme. It is a 

massive programme where many underprivileged children are benefitted from our activities. 

 For executing this programme, few centres have been identified where there is a need 

for greater attention. The following are the schools at which this program is being carried out. 

 ZP School, Rajewadi Village 

 Nuthan Prathamik Vidyamandir (Niradhaar) School, Ambad 

 Govt. Residential School, Amboligaon 

 Thakkar Bappa School (Dang Seva Mandal), Ambegaon 

 Dangseva Mandal School, Vare 

 Eklavya Tribal School, Peth Road 

 Pranith School (Vidya Seva Sanstha) – Peth Road 

Each of the above schools is different in terms of location, background, culture, students’ 

profile. Hence different teaching and improvement methods were planned for each of the 

schools specifically. 

 Rajewadi village school is a tribal school near Triambak with classes from 1 to 5. 

Only 2 classrooms exist in the school and hence classes were clubbed and taught together. 

However, slight variation of knowledge levels was seen according to their class. Whenever 

the SIOM students visited this school, they have split the students according to the class and 

training was given accordingly. Earlier students were completely illiterate in Hindi and 

English. By the end of 5 visits to this school, the students are now having basic knowledge in 

alphabets, numbers in English and Hindi. Another innovative programme taken up in this 

village is the village survey programme where the students have conducted a survey and 

came up with a proper report on the village. They have identified the basic necessities that 

were missing in the village and submitted the report to the district collector for providing 

those amenities. Student team who visits Rajewadi have contributed in arranging a water 

filter for the school since the water consumed by students at the school was not hygienic. 

 Nuthan Prathamik Vidyamandir is a school close to our college at Ambad, with 

classes from 1st standard to 7th standard.  Students come from surrounding areas of Ambad. 

Initially Mathematics and English were taught, but now the students are taught Geography 

and History along with some craft classes. They are also shown motivational videos. A 

considerable change can be observed in terms of the mannerism and behaviour of the students 

at this school since this program has been implemented. 



 Ambegaon and Vare schools are run by Dang Seva Mandal. Students of these 

schools are more receptive compared to other schools. They are also good at crafts. English, 

Mathematics, Science subjects are taught to them during our visits. There is a separate crafts 

session conducted every time in these schools. Sometimes the cards, drawings made by those 

students are brought to the college and sold here as a part of fund raising for their school. 

Funds thus collected are used in setting up lighting in the classrooms. Simple science 

experiments were conducted for these students to clarify may concepts in science. Various 

games are also conducted every time that help the students develop both mentally and 

physically. 

 Amboligaon School is a complete residential school with classes from 1st to 7th 

standard. School lacks basic amenities. Classrooms itself are used as their dormitories. 

Students are taught their academic subjects along with some communication skills. All the 

students in the school are now able to greet, introduce themselves in English. Some 

improvement is seen in terms of marks they get after our visits. Spandan team has donated a 

fully equipped first aid box and gets the items replaced every time they are used up. 

 Eklavya school and Pranith schools at Peth road are visited only 2 times till now. 

They are newly add to our list of existing schools for implementing the Shiksha Vikas 

Programme. 

 Overall, Shiksha Vikas Programme has made a remarkable impact across 10 schools 

and will scale up even higher in future in terms of impact with the relationship getting 

stronger between the stakeholders. A considerable improvement has been seen in terms of 

their academics, communication skills, manners and behaviour. Most of the students in these 

schools have also realized the importance of studying well in having a bright future. 

Matoshree Old age home 

This is an old age home located in the Eklare town in Nasik District. The Spandan team has 

visited 4 times including 2 visits from both the seniors and juniors. The total number of 

beneficiaries are around 68.  Right from the first visit the Spandan team and the social project 

volunteers started assessing the condition at the Old age home. They came out with a report 

with the requirements of the place. The team has made an impact by identifying the skilled 

people among the residents who are good in art, crafts, poetry, music instruments etc. In 

order to provide engagement of the residents the team has also planned to convince with the 

local schools and colleges to have regular visits to the old age home. The Spandan team is 

now connecting with the CMO, DC and other government officials to improve the conditions 

of the place which were identified as not appropriate medical facilities, food and living 

standards. The team is also connecting with local NGO’s and CSR wing of corporates to 

extract funds for the Old age home. A team pitching the plans is already working on this and 

receiving good response. The CMO has agreed to provide fortnightly medical check-up for 

the residents. 

Adivasi Prashikshan Kendra - Police Academy 



This institution is situated at Mundhegaon, Nasik district. This comes in the tribal 

development department under the Government of Maharashtra. They are responsible for 

training the students and preparing them to compete in various competitive exams specially 

Police selection exams. The Spandan team along with SIOM volunteers have visited the place 

4 times and provided aptitude trainings to the student’s batch. The batch changes every 3 

months with boys and girls in alternate batches. The senior Spandan team visited the boys’ 

batch and with the help of SIOM faculty and staff and Marathi speaking team members were 

able to impart the knowledge of aptitude, general awareness and other exam subjects. The 

junior team comprised of females in order to take up the same task for girl’s batch at the 

academy. The impact is assessed by taking revision tests and then help them improve. The 

batch size of the beneficiaries is around 80-120 students. The visits have helped them prepare 

better for their exams. 

Siddhivinayak Shikshan Sansthan 

This is a school for special kids located on the Triyambakeshwar road. The beneficiary kids 

are around 35 in number. These kids are specially abled and are very skilled. The Spandan 

team has visited the school for 5 instances. The kids are very receptive and quick to learn any 

new skill that the team teaches them. Spandan team has taken up several skill development 

and education activities for the development of the kids. The kids have been taught basic 

alphabets and numbers, pronouncing words, poems etc. Various skill development activities 

conducted for the kids were making bouquets using organdie flowers, and plastic leaves, 

making greeting cards using block prints etc. The spandan team has conducted a survey to 

assess the knowledge and skill level of the kids so that a proper plan can be made to help the 

kids. Marketing and promoting their products such as baskets, chocolates, cards, paper bags 

and envelopes etc. is being taken up. Spandan and SIOM has helped them commercialize 

their product by providing them with opportunities to sell their product at various locations. 

For a start a stall was set up at annual event Drishti at SIOM to promote and sell their 

products.  

Prabodhini Trust 

Probodhini is a place for special kids. Spandan and Prabodhini have been associated for a 

long time. Spandan team has been visiting the Workshop and school for a long time now. The 

team has been helping the kids in developing their skills. The kids at the workshop are 

involved in various activities in making cards, folders and bags etc. They are also involved in 

working for various corporate tasks provide for their development. Spandan team has applied 

operational skills like 5S, kaizen etc to help the kids to enhance the product. The products 

made by the kids have also been commercialized at various locations. Every year at 

Independence day there is a stall set up at SIOM campus to promote their products and 

monetize their produce. 

Digital India Initiative 

Spandan team has taken up Digital India Program for the security staff, Housekeeping staff 

and others to educate them with the basic knowledge of computers and internet. The 



beneficiaries have acknowledged and enthusiastically come up to participate in this activity. 

The team has helped them to understand the importance of computer and mobile phone. 

Knowledge of using internet for creating e-mail accounts, checking train seat availability and 

other online transactions and other convenience use have been imparted. 

Nashik Dialysis Foundation 

At Nashik Dialysis Foundation the objective was to gather the patient’s Medical, Operational 

& Logistics constraints in the process of getting Dialysis treatment. The NGO requested us to 

create the database to enable them to propose solutions to patients and educate the relatives of 

patients on better food habits. A detailed questionnaire was designed to capture medical and 

operational/logistics constraints. Interviews of patients and their relatives were gathered. An 

MS Excel Database template was developed and the technicians of the Dialysis Centre were 

trained in entry of the questionnaire data. The database was installed in the Dialysis Centre’s 

computer.  

Save - Chennai Relief fund 

A sum of Rs. 6100 was collected on the campus during the period 5th to 9th Dec 2015 and 

deposited to the NGO “V Trust”. 

Clothes Donation Campaign 

This program was conducted from 3rd to 6th November 2015. Students came forward to 

support this cause and donated usable clothes, towels, bed-sheets, shoes etc. We received 

three cartons full of clothes and other accessories. These materials were donated to The 

National Association for Blind, Nashik. 
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